About zHome Plus
zHome Plus is an iOS, iPad, and Mac
application designed to interface with the
HomeSeer automation platform.
zHome Plus offers flexibility in controlling of
your Home Automation devices and enables you
to customise the settings to meet the individual
requirements.
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zHome Plus provides the ability to create
Custom Rooms, and Custom Scenes, and modify
the control types for multi-level devices and set
custom icons for your rooms either from your
photo library or by using the camera to capture a
picture that will be used for the room icon
image.
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zHome Plus
Free Evaluation
zHome Plus provides a one-time 7 day free fully functional download for testing purposes.
Purchasing zHome Plus
After the initial evaluation, you to have the option to purchase the zHome Plus from the App
Store and the purchase allows zHome Plus to be installed on your iOS, iPad and Mac devices.
BETA Releases
zHome Plus Beta versions are released for testing purposes only to a limited user group, they
are not fully tested and usage will accept the liability at their own risk. Beta versions shall not
be shared and impressions about Beta versions shall not be disclosed unless you have a
written permission by the licensor to do so.

HomeSeer Setup
HomeSeer 3 Configuration
Access your HomeSeer web interface via your web browser.
Select Tools->Setup and then select the Network tab

Figure 1- HS3 User Management

Add a user with Normal user rights. You will use this as the user name and password when
you configure zHome Plus.
Scroll down on this screen to the Remote Control Settings. Check the JSON and ASCII
commands check boxes. Also note the Control Port number.
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You can change that value to whatever port number you would like. You will need value
when you configure zHome Plus.

Figure 2 – HS3 Remote Control Settings

Note: After configuring your HomeSeer system Remote Control Settings you must restart
your HomeSeer system for those changes to take effect. If you uncheck these options and
then immediately reselect them you still will have to restart your HomeSeer system to
enable the ports.

HomeSeer 4 Configuration
Access your HomeSeer web interface via your web browser.
Select Setup->Users

Figure 3 - HS4 User Management

Add a user and give them Normal rights. You will need this username and password when
configuring zHome Plus to connect to your HomeSeer system.
Now Select the Network tab on this screen to finish configuration for HomeSeer to accept
connections from zHome Plus.
Scroll down to the Web Server Settings and make note of the Server Port value. You will
need this to configure zHome Plus.
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Figure 4 – HS4 Image Caching

Next scroll down on the Network page until you see Remote Control Settings

Figure 5 - HS4 Remote Control Settings

You must check both boxes for JSON and ASCII control.
If these were not already set on this page then it’s important that after you finish with
that you restart your HomeSeer system so it will enable these ports.
Note: If at any time you uncheck the control ports for JSON and ASCII then you will need
to restart the HomeSeer system. They do not restart accepting connections on these ports
without HomeSeer doing a restart.
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zHome Plus Setup
Network Configuration
The first screen you will see after selecting the 7 Day Free Trial will be the
Network Settings screen where you will enter the information you gathered
when setting up HomeSeer to work with zHome Plus.
Location: Name you would like to assign to this location / configuration.
zHome Plus supports multiple location / configurations so that it can be
used with multiple homes or HomeSeer systems. The name must be unique
and entering a name already in use will result in having to select another
name.
Host Name: The IP address or DNS name that you use to access your HomeSeer
system. We recommend that you use the local IP address during initial setup to
simplify verifying the setup.

User Name: the user name you set up for use with zHome Plus.
Password: the password you assigned to that user name in HomeSeer
Server Port: The Server Port number shown in the HomeSeer Web Server
Settings

Figure 6 - zHP Network

If you desire to use the Geo Fencing capability in zHome Plus 5.0 you will also have to
configure the Geo Fence Hostname and SSL port. In addition to configuring these values
here you also must enable the SSL Port on your HomeSeer system. To make sure that is
enabled you need to go to the Setup on your HomeSeer system. Select the tab on the Settings
screen that says “Labs”. On both HomeSeer V3 and V4 you will see a checkbox to enable
SSL Secure Server. Select that and note that it uses the default port of 443. This should be
the same port that you have set in the zHome Plus network settings for the SSL port.
You will also need to make sure that you are forwarding this port in your router for the SSL
port. All fields are required with the exception of the Geo Fence hostname and SSL port. We
do not validate these fields with a server on the internet. So if you are going to use the Geo
Fencing then please make sure that you have correctly set these values in zHome Plus and
that you are forwarding to the appropriate system on your network.
zHome will attempt to contact your HomeSeer system using this
information.
If all is correct then you should get a alert that Network Settings appear
valid.
Any errors in user name or password or connection problems with port
numbers will be reported as well. Once the app has connected to
HomeSeer then you are ready to go!

Figure 7 - Network Test
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zHome Plus User Interface Settings
zHome Plus will show you the rooms and devices in those rooms that you have configured in
HomeSeer. See the section in this manual for Scenes to see how we handle Events that are
configured in HomeSeer.
If you have devices in your rooms that are marked Hide from View or Hide from Mobile then
zHome will not display those devices.
zHome Plus has three different User Interface (UI) styles to choose from. On the iPad you
will only have two styles available to you. The combo interface is always available to you on
the iPad by swiping down or up on your iPad screen to display the rooms that have set up for
your system.
The default UI looks like this:
The bottom of the screen is the tab bar selector with 5 tabs.
Current Connection - The first tab is the location / configuration
that you are currently using. This is the name that you selected
when you configured the Network settings for this location /
configuration.
Rooms - The second tab will show you all the rooms that are
setup from the information zHome Plus received from HomeSeer.
Weather - The third tab is for Weather. We apologize to
international users. We had intended to use the DarkSky API
service to provide international weather info in our app.
Unfortunately, the purchase of DarkSky has made us have to start
looking for another weather source for international locations.
Currently the weather can be configured for US locations only.
You can set the weather location on the Settings page.
Settings - The fourth tab on this screen is how you access the
Settings page to setup more options.
Search - The fifth tab is a search button. With this you can search
your system and find any device that has been loaded from your
HomeSeer system for quick access allowing you to search and
then use that device immediately.
Figure 8 - Default UI
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Settings
On the Settings screen there are several selections available to you.
We are showing you the screen from iPad as the iPhone screen for these requires scrolling to
see all the options.

Figure 9 - iPad Settings

Note: There is one option shown here that is not available on the macOS version of zHome
Plus. It does not have the VPN Settings option on macOS.

Default Settings
On this screen you can change the style of the
interface. Classic interface was the first UI developed
for zHome Plus. You can switch back and forth on
these to get a feel for which is best suited to your
needs. The Classic interface will look quite different
on an iPhone and compared to iPad or a Mac. On the
Classic interface the rooms are available for selection
on the left side of the screen in a scrolling view.
The devices will not show their controls when they
are in the Off state in the class UI. Tap on a device
to turn it on and then you will see the controls
available to you as seen on the right here.
Figure 10 - Classic UI
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For multi-level z-wave devices there is an area in settings where you can choose the type of
control you would like to see used. We have a segment control, a slider and a stepper type.
Not all devices can be configured
Both the UI style selections there are other options that can be set. These are determined by
the type of interface style you have chosen.
If using the default UI style then you will see the following options.
(NOTE: VPN not shown on macOS )
Enable VPN - If you have a VPN that you use to access your home network you can
configure zHome to utilize that when it detects that it’s not on the same network as your
HomeSeer system. There is a separate document located on our web site that gives more
info on VPN with zHome Plus.
Device Controls - Figure 11 displays the controls that are available
for this device (or feature if you are using HS4). If the control that
you select is labeled On, Off, or Last then tapping on that will
immediately dismiss the control window.
The slider controls will show you the level you are moving to as you
slide it and will send the command to HomeSeer to set the level when
you stop and lift your finger off the control. There is also an option
available to you that will also dismiss the control window when you
release the slider to set a value. This will only dismiss if there is only
one slider available in the control window. If you do not turn that on
then tapping anywhere outside of the control window will dismiss it.
Figure 11 - Device Control

Dimmers Resume Last Value - If the z-wave device supports resuming to its last value
when it was last on then selecting this option will let us request that when tapping a device to
turn it on.
Dismiss If Slider Value Changes - If you want a control window to automatically dismiss
after you have selected a value for a light with a slider then turning this on will enable that.
Note again, if there are more than one slider controls in the control window this will be
ignored.
Confirm Sending Event Request - If you have HomeSeer events loaded to your zHome
System then turning this option on will cause a confirm alert to be presented in order to make
sure you want to send the Event request to HomeSeer. There is no feedback from HomeSeer
on event requests and if inadvertently sent then you may never know that you have executed
the commands for this event on your HomeSeer system. This is just a safeguard option so that
you must confirm the sending of the request.
All Events - If you have turned on this option then we will request and load all the HomeSeer
Events on your HomeSeer system into an HS Events room. The better option is to group the
scenes on your HomeSeer system that you want to show up on zHome Plus in a group names
“Scenes” on your HS system. We will load just those scenes then into the Scenes room on
zHome Plus. You can assign scenes on zHome then into any other custom room that you
create.
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Custom Rooms
zHome Plus supports creating of Custom Rooms. if you have zHome Plus running on an
iPad, it may be easier and quicker to create a Custom Room on an iPad and transfer to other
devices.
One of the features of zHome Plus is that you can create Custom Rooms and configurations
on one device and then share that with all your other iPhones, iPads or Mac devices. You
don’t have to configure zHome Plus on each device for working with your HomeSeer system.
With a Custom Room you can control the order of the devices shown in the room and you
can insert blank devices between your devices to create a layout that separates and groups
your devices in a custom room.
Create Custom Room - When you select
Custom Rooms on the Settings screen for the
first time you will see this screen. You will
enter the name you would like to give the room
and press the Create button to create the
Custom Room. The Custom Room name must
be unique for this location / configuration.
On this screen you can now add a new Custom
Room. If you already have Custom Rooms
configured, they will show on this screen. To
add a new custom room, tap the + button on
the upper right on the screen.
Figure 12 - Create Custom Rooms

Custom Room Layout
Now you will see this screen where you can now
add devices to your Custom room. Tap on the +
signs will move them into the section at the top
where they will be shown in this room now.
When you have finished adding the devices you to
a room and then exit out of this screen and return
to the screen showing you the room that you have
just created. Once a room has been created you
have several options of what you can do with the
room.
By tapping on the room icon you will be presented
a pop up window with the options available to
you.
Figure 13 - CR Layout

Edit Room
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The Edit Room option will allow you add more devices or remove
devices from the custom room. You may change the Room name,
or change the order of how the devices are shown in a room.
On the Reorder screen you have the option of inserting blank
devices to provide spacing and logical grouping of your devices as
they are displayed on your screen.

Figure 14 - CR Edit

Device Order and Blanks
You can reorder the devices by holding down
on them and dragging them to the location
you want them to be in relation to the other
devices.
You can drag the blank sections around as
well. If you long press on a blank device you
are given the option to delete that from the
custom room.
Creating a Custom room and reordering the
devices as shown on the left will result in you
seeing this room as shown on the right.

Figure 15 - CR Reorder and Blanks
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Multi Level Device Settings
This settings screen will let you assign a different look to z-wave multi
level dimmer devices. This is not intended for plug in device types.
Some multi level device types are configured as such that we do not
present options and note that on the device types as well as they don’t
respond to resume last value commands.
Currently the options you have for a multi level device is to choose
between a slider control, a segmented control, or a stepper control.
The segmented control maybe deprecated in a future as we have started
to dynamically assign the controls based on the control types defined in
HomeSeer. However, in the meantime, we will continue to support the
stepper style for z-wave interface devices as some uses find it useful
for their needs.

Figure 16 - Dimmers

Select Room Icons
You have the option of setting a custom image for a room either from using your devices
camera or accessing your photo library. Please note that we do not do anything with your
photos.
Note: Lake Hawk does not collect any information or share anything with third parties. Your
data is yours.
If you select a photo from your Photos library to use as an icon image for your rooms then we
store a copy of that in your app documents folder. We do not continue to access your Photo
library. You can delete this photo anytime from the Room Icons in zHome Plus and it will
not delete the actual photo that was selected to use from your Photo Library.
If you use your camera to take a picture to use for your room icon it is stored only in the app
documents folder. It is not added to your Photos Library.
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When you chose the Select Room Icons you
will be shown a list of your rooms.
Tap on the room you want to assign a new
image to and you will get this screen.
Here you have the option of using a picture
you have previous saved for use as room
image, or you can access your photo library
or use your camera to take a picture as assign
it to the room.

Figure 17 - Room Icons

Remove Room Icons
This is a way to delete images you may have gotten from your Photo Library or used your
camera to get a picture and no longer want to keep in zHome Plus.

Weather Station Location
This is only functional for US based locations currently. You may enter a zip code or use
your current location to find the nearest National Weather Service location to use fo reporting
weather. The NWS updates the weather once an hour and we will go retrieve the latest
conditions and forecast once an hour as well. Hoping to eventually support international
locations as well.
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Transfer Network and Device Settings
This is one of our favorite features of zHome Plus. You can set up a
network setting, create Custom Rooms, etc. and then share all of this
configuration information with your other iPhones, iPads and
macOS devices. When you install zHome Plus on a new device
and get the Network Setting screen you will notice a button at the
top of the Network settings screen that says Request Configuration
Service.
If you already have another device that has been configured for your
location / configuration then you can just select that button and you
will get the screen that will get you get a configuration from another
device.
On the other device you will have needed to go to Settings and
select this option to Transfer Network and Device Settings.
Tap on Share configuration on the device that has been configured
with the settings you want to transfer to the other device.

Figure 18 - Transfer Settings

On the device that you want to transfer the settings to you will select Get Configuration
This will transfer all the location / configuration settings along with custom rooms, and even
the weather configuration from one device to another. It also transfers over any custom
images you have selected for room icons. Once it is completed the transfer both devices will
return to the Settings screen.
If you have backed up your zHome Plus system to the iCloud then you also have the option
of restoring those settings from the iCloud to your device.

Touch Settings
Set the time for a touch to begin an event on your iOS device. You can set the
timing from 0.2 to 0.7 seconds for a touch event to register with iOS. Chose a
value that best suits your style.

SCENES / EVENTS
zHome Plus does let you group events into a room called “Scenes”. To show your events in
zHome you need to add them to a group names Scenes on your HomeSeer system. This will
then result n all events that have been added to that group showing up in the Scenes room on
zHome Plus. We are open to suggestions on other ways to deal with HomeSeer events. If
you want access to one of your HomeSeer events in zHome Plus you need to put it this
special group.
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Customize Control Layouts
Using the default user interface style on zHome Plus you can make a difference in how
zHome Plus control windows display the device / feature controls by manipulating the
settings in HomeSeer Status Graphics screens.
Regardless of the settings in HomeSeer that may show on their web interface a slider control
and a button control on the same row, zHome Plus will always display a slider on a row by
itself. This is to allow adequate space for a slider to have range. You can however impact if
the buttons for a device are going to be above or below the slider in the control window.
For example, if our Status Graphics page for a device looks like the following then what
follows is the control window view you would get in zHome Plus.

Figure 19 - Customize Control Layout

If we go into HomeSeer Status Graphics screen and edit the rows and tell it the slider is on
row 1 and the buttons are on row 2 then we will see this layout shown on the far right.
Maybe you have so many options in a range for a multi level device that you would prefer a
drop list instead of a slider. Or you have a control showing up from HomeSeer as a Drop list
and you want a slider control instead. If you change the control type for the device on the
Status Graphics page from Slider to Drop List then zHome Plus will follow along.

Figure 20 – HS3 Control Options

For a drop list however, we are using what is known as a UI Picker control. This is how it
appears on your iPhone, iPad, or macOS device.
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These same layout changes in
HomeSeer 3 are also available to
you on HomeSeer 4 on the Status
Graphics web page for the devices /
features.
They are a little harder to locate
there. The red arrow is pointing to
where you can change the control
type to a Slider or Drop List.

Figure 21 - HS4 Control Options

To edit the down value to control where a
slider will be shown in relation to other
controls you have to select the edit icon for
that control and then you can edit the row
number. You have to do the same for the
buttons if you want to move them around as
they will appear not only on the HS4 web
interface but in zHome Plus as well.

Figure 22 - HS4 Slider Options

zHome Plus Features
There are many little features tucked away in zHome Plus. If you perform a long press on a
device, you will get a control pop up window like this one:
Note: that in the corner of this pop up there are some small buttons. The “?” Button just
explains what the other buttons do for you.
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The interesting buttons for a device are the “R” (®) and “C” (ⓒ)
buttons.
The (®) button will let you assign this device to a custom room. So if
you are looking at your system and you want to put a device into a
custom room then you can do so without having to navigate to the
custom room editor and adding that device to the room there. Just
select the “R” button and you will be given a list of the custom rooms
on your system and you may assign this device to also appear in that
custom room.
The (ⓒ) button will let you perform a similar function by letting you
add the device to one of your custom scenes without having to
navigate to the custom scene editor. If you already have the device in
that Scene it will tell you that it’s already there.
Figure 23 - Device Buttons

Note: In both the Custom Room and Custom Scene editors that you have search facility to
help you quickly locate the device you want to add to the respective room or scene.

Custom Scene Status
You can view the status of individual devices that are assigned to a Custom. Scene. To do
this, a long press is used to display the Custom Scenes status. This will give you a screen
like this one:
You can tap on any device in the scene and it
will bring up a control allowing you to set the
device to whatever value you want the scene to
invoke for this device.
In this instance you can move the slider and set
the light to whatever dim level you want for
this scene.
This does not actually cause any change in the
device. You are only telling the system what
value you want the light to assume when you
do perform the scene. After you make those
changes then you need to tap the Save Scene
button to actually save these values. You have
the option when you have the Scene Status
popup showing to also press the button
“Perform Scene” and this will actually send the
commands on to your HomeSeer system.
Figure 24 - Display Custom Scene Status
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NOTE: Custom scenes are limited to a maximum of 30 devices in a
scene. If you have previously configured a scene to more than 30
devices, we will only execute the commands for the first 30 devices
if that scene is executed.
The Scene Status screen shows you the current setting of the actual
device and in the green box next to that is the value you have
selected for the device to assume when the scene is executed. You
do not have to open up the Scene status window to execute a scene
command. A single tap on the scene will execute the scene. You get
a visual indication of the status of the scene as the border will change
to a green color on the scene and the scene icon will change and
status will tell you that the scene is active.
Figure 25 – CS Status Icons

Geofence Setup
zHome Plus now has the ability to support Geo Fencing. With this feature you can set up a
Geo Fence and assign custom scenes.
To create a geofence go to Geofence Setup on the Settings screen.
You must also authorize zHome Plus to use your location always. Apple will prompt you the
first time you run zHome with this feature and tell allow you to authorize it “While App is
Running”. You should select that option and at some point in the future Apple will tell you
that zHome has been accessing your location over some period of time and ask you if you
want to continue to allow this. In order for geo fencing to work you must then tell it to always
let zHome monitor your location. You must do this for Geo fencing to work. The first
authorization you gave for access while using the app was a temporary authorization.. then
they come back and ask you again and it could be even when zHome is not running on your
device. It’s a very strange authorization they have for this.
As mentioned previously in the setup of your system, you will also need to go to your
HomeSeer system and make sure you have SSL server enabled and that you have set the right
ports and have port forwarding setup for your SSL port as well for this to work for Geo
Fencing.
The iOS Location Manager will know what geo regions you have set and if you enter or exit
one of the regions (fences) you have set then it will tell zHome to act on the event. You can
set a fence in zHome and assign to it a scene to execute on entry or exit of a geofence region.
You can set either of those or both, so you can have once scene execute when you enter a geo
fence region and another custom scene when you exit that region. If all is setup correctly
zHome Plus doesn’t have to be running for this to function. iOS will awaken zHome Plus
and tell it what just occurred and zHome will lookup the proper scene to execute and send the
commands to your HomeSeer system.
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There are 4 buttons at the bottom of the Geo Fence Setup screen.
Right to left they perform the following:
1. Will show your location on the map.
2. The Add (+) button will bring up the Geo Fence editor to
let you add a new fencing region.
3. Edit - this will let you edit a fence you have already
created. Just tap on the fence in the list and then press
edit and you will be taken to the editor screen.
4. Delete - If you want to remove a scene from your system
then just select the scene by taping on it and then select
the trash can button and you will be prompted to delete.
Selecting the Add or Edit buttons will bring up the screen where
you set all the options for your fence.

Figure 26 - Geofence Screen

You can move the map around and set the map pin to the
location you want for the center of your fence region. It
defaults to an entry map pin but will reflect the proper one
based on whether you set entry or exit scenes to invoke. If
you select both then you will get the dual mode map pin.
You must select a unique name for your geofence. It will tell
you if the name is already in use. If you scroll the map
around it will update the latitude and longitude. If you are
setting a fence that is not near where you currently are located
you can tap on the address search button on the top and it will
help you find the location you want for the fence center.
The fence radius a value that you must set for the size of your
fence area. This is in meters. There is a maximum value for a
fence region enforced by Apple and if you enter a value
greater than that maximum then we will clamp your fence to
the maximum allowed.
You can enable and disable a fence by using the Activate
Fence controls.

Figure 27 - Geofence Pin

Assign a custom scene to either the entry or exit or both. These are the scenes that will be
invoked when you enter or exit a fence region respectively.
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After you are entered all the information here, you must press the Save Geo Fence button in
order to actually save your fence settings.

System Utilities
This section in the Settings screen is a small collection of utilities that we have developed to
help in showing us some things across different configurations. zHome Plus supports the
creation on multiple configurations that you may want. Originally this was to support having
multiple locations (homes) for a user. Some people use this feature as just a way to have
different configurations setup for their one HomeSeer system.
Show Custom Rooms - The Show Custom Rooms option on system utilities will show all
the custom rooms across all configurations that are set on this iPhone, iPad, or iMac. It
shows you the name of the custom room and in the red section it is telling you what
configuration this room is configured under. Because they are under different configurations
you may have a custom room with the same name. The only think you can really do here is
quick delete a custom room for any configuration you may have on your system.
Show Custom Scenes – The Show Custom Scenes option will show you all custom scenes
across all your configurations. You can actually view a custom scene for your current active
configuration and execute that scene if desired. You cannot view scenes on other
configurations, but you can delete them if so desired.
Validate Scene Devices – The Validate Scene Devices is there because we discovered that
if you somehow lose a device that was previously loaded from HomeSeer and it no longer
exists that we can end up with what is best described as a Zombie device. We dynamically
get the devices from HomeSeer when we start up each time the app is run. If you lost a
device or through some action (like hide device from mobile on your HomeSeer system) then
that device will no longer be available to us but it may in fact still be listed inside a custom
scene. If you open up a scene and there are devices in that scene that no longer exist to
zHome Plus then we will tell you that you have a dead device included in your custom scene.
You can come to the Utility for Validate Scene devices and we will show the list of devices
you have that are no longer available to us. You have the option of deleting these devices
from all your custom scenes. If an error occurred and you have accidentally hidden this
device from zHome then just cancel out of the delete and go to HomeSeer and unhide the
device in question. Then a reload of your zHome Plus will solve this issue. If it is a zombie
device then we will clean it up for you if you select to remove the device from your custom
scenes.
Transfer Channel - The Transfer Channel utility enables you share setting between devices
with some granularity. When you select this option on a device the first screen you see will
be where you can define what settings this device is willing to share with others.
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There are two main things you can share. The current settings
on this device, including all the configurations it has, the
custom rooms, scenes, etc. In addition, you can transfer the
custom icons you have saved on this device for use in zHome
Plus.
If you do not want to share as part of the settings your VPN and
Geo Fence settings you can check those boxes and they will not
be sent to any device requesting your settings.

Figure 28 - Transfer Channel

Join Transfer Channel
You use the button Join Transfer Channel to put this
device on the transfer channel where other devices
can find it.
If you are the first on the channel then you will see
the screen telling you there are no transfer partners
available.
Now if another device joins the channel, then you will
see the screen showing you the other transfer partner
available for transfers of settings and icons between
each other.

Figure 29 – Join Transfer Channel

Request Transfer
At this point you can select on the right-hand side which you
want to have transferred to a device. You can check either
the settings or icons options or both. Then you just tap on
the Request checkbox on the left-hand side and it will send a
request to the other device for the selected options.
Remember, the other transfer partner has the ability to not
send you its VPN or Geo Fence information.

Figure 30 - Request Transfer
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Approve Transfer
When you request the transfer, the
other device will present an alert
telling you that it has received a
request and you have the option of
approving the transfer or denying
it.
If you approve the transfer then it
will begin sending the data to the
other device

Figure 31 - Accept Transfer

Test SSL Scenes
New System Utility feature introduced with zHP version 6 enables you to test SSL
connection configure as part of Network Configuration.

Figure 32 - Test SSL Scenes
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zHome Plus 5.1
Custom Scene Additions
zHome Plus 5.1 brings the ability to control when custom scenes will perform their actions
based on some qualifiers that can be applied to Custom Scenes.
There are three optional qualifiers that you can apply to a Custom Scenes and they are:

Day of Week
You can select the days of the week that a scene will execute.

Valid Time of Day
You can set a start and end time for when a scene will execute

Is Daylight or Is Dark
You will be able to set the location coordinates in the Scene Solar Setup in
Settings. This will be used to determine the daylight hours. When you set the GPS
location for the app you will have options for defining sunrise and sunset for the location.
You can select Official, Civil, Nautical, or Astronomical times for sunrise and sunset. The
options will show you the current times for those events for the day you are making these
chooses. Of course these times will vary based on the date the custom scene is being
asked to execute its function. These times are just there so you can reference an offset of
time for your needs.

If you try and perform a scene where one of these qualifiers are set it will not execute its
actions on the devices defined for the scene. You will be presented with an option to
override the modifier if you manually perform a scene where the modifier condition is not
currently met.
When you create or edit a custom scene in the
Custom Scene Editor there is an option for Valid Time.
Here you have the options presented. You can select
Day of Week and also either a valid start and stop
time OR the option of Is Daylight / Is Dark.
You cannot set valid times and Is Daylight together.

Figure 33 - Valid
Time

Figure 34 – Set Times

Figure 34 - Set Time
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Solar Scene Setup
Under Settings you there is a new option that will let you set the information needed
for the custom scene modifiers to work.
Here you can do a location lookup where
you can set the location for use in the
calculations of sunrise / sunset. You can
use the your current location or enter an
address to get GPS coordinates you want
to use.
Once you have selected the location and
set the type of sunrise / sunset you prefer Figure 36 - Search by Location
then you are ready to set any of your scenes to use these options.

Figure 35 - Set Solar
Control

Change Custom Scene Modifiers
You can change the modifiers set for a custom scene in the Custom Scene Editor when
creating or editing a custom scene. You also have the option to set
these for your custom scene when you open up the scene is the
Scene Status control popup.
A long press on a custom scene will bring up the
Scene Status popup control screen. With this
screen option you see in the upper left corner the
indicator icon if the scene is currently active. An
active scene is one where the devices listed in
the scene are currently in the state you defined
for this scene. The icon image used reflects that
state. It is also now a button.. if you select this
button then you will the popup window that will
let you set any of the scene modifiers for this
scene.

Figure 37 - Custom Scene
Modifier 1

As with changes you make to the devices in this
scene status popup you must make sure you
Save Scene to make these changes take effect
for your scene.

Figure 38 - Custom Scene
Modifier 2
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zHome Plus 6.0
zHome Watch
With the release of ZHP v6.0 this provides zHome Watch and is available to use
with your iPhone and Custom Scene only. zHome watch send all Custom Scene
command through your iPhone using SSL refer to Network Configuration for further
information. To Test SSL

Install zHome Watch
To installed zHome Watch, open the Watch app

.

Scroll down until you see the icon for ZHP and click install as displayed below and
this will install zHome Watch.

Figure 39 - zHome Watch Install

Whilst in Watch, you have the option to change the way apps are presented
between Grid or List as displayed below. For the purpose of this document, we will
be using List view.

Figure 40 - App View
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Configure Custom Scene for zHome Watch
Custom Scene has a new switch named WatchOS and by default when a Custom
Scene is created, the WatchOS switch is disabled.
To enable a Custom Scene for zHome Watch enable the WatchOS switch as shown
in below and this will push the selected Custom Scene to the zHome Watch app.

Figure 41 - CS WatchOS Switch

When a Custom Scene has WatchOS enabled, the border will be highlighted blue as
displayed below

Figure 42 - CS WatchOS Border

Remove Custom Scene from zHome Watch display. If you do not want the Custom
Scene displayed, disable the WatchOS switch and this will remove the Custom
Scene from the Watch.
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Using zHome Watch for the First Time
1

Open zHome Watch

2

zHome Watch will
present the following
screen with the Options
button and informs you
to Open ZHP to load
Scenes
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3

Start message Open
ZHP to load Scenes
with Tenny the Roo

4

Watch User Options.
Haptic Feedback. If
enabled haptic feedback
will on be received when
a scene is successfully
scent.

5

Once you open ZHP on
your phone, the scene
will automatically sync
to your watch.
This will also occur is
your enable or disable a
Custom Scene
WatchOS switch and
discussed earlier.
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6

To execute a scene on
your watch tap on the
scene to open the
controls.

7

Cancel will close the
scence.
Click Ok to send the
scene command.

8

If Tenny is disabled and
the scene is
successfully sent, the
scene will display like
this.
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9

If Tenny is enabled and
the scene is
successfully sent, the
scene will display like
this.
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